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THE TRONCHEY ARETE OF THE 
GRANDES JORASSES 

BY R. M. VINEY • 

• 

Y Alpine holiday last summer was to be spent with Anthony 
Rawlinson. Chance and gregariousness found us, however, 
climbing with four other mountaineers during the five climbs 

that 've attempted. This looseness of the party is an excellent illustra
tion of the nature of much of present British Alpine climbing. When 
Rawlinson and I went for our first season in the Alps in 1948, we met 
only two other English parties in a month of climbing in popular 
centres. For the last two years the picture has been very different. 
The valleys, the huts and even the mountains teem with English 
climbers, and those climbers are different in themselves as well as 
in their numbers. While their khaki shabbiness and unshaven appear
ance still makes them easily distinguishable from the neatly dressed 
climbers of the Continent, the Englishmen on the whole do now seem 
to know what they are about. I would like to set the scene by first 
trying to convey something of the atmosphere in which the present 
younger generation climbs. I shall co.nfine myself to four points. 
First, vve climb guideless. The arguments on this subject are long 
since dead, and all understand the greater sense of achievement which 
this form of climbing brings. The fact that we climb guideless implies 
no disrespect for those who_ climb vvith guides. All of us would like 
to do one or two really fine climbs with one of the best professionals, 
but finance precludes this. We all climb guideless from the start, and 
many therefore are, to a large extent, self-taught. Second, our climbing 
is not, as has been supposed, entirely on rock. That rock-work pre
dominates I do not deny, but some of the finest ice routes in the Alps 
have been done in the last year or two, and their number "'rill increase. 
However, a bias in favour of ro.ck is liable to continue, and the reasons 
for this are fairly obvious. Young climbers always like to climb the 
hardest as well as the best climbs of which they are capable, and there 
is no escaping the two facts that more of the hardest climbs nowadays 
are on rock, or that most British climbers go to the Alps with a greater 
technical skill on rock than is average in the Alps. This is the factor 
that has made Chamonix with its mass of hard rock climbs the most · 
used of Alpine centres at the present time. Third, there are no feelings 
whatsoever about pitons, karabiners, etriers, doubled ropes and the 
other impedimenta of artificial climbing. All parties carry them to a 
greater or lesser extent and use them when necessary. Not many of 
us have tried, let alone mastered, the techniques required for the full-
scale wholly artificial climb, but arguments on the ethics of the matter 
are not heard. 
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And finally, there is a great cameraderie between these vibram-soled 
climbers with their nylon ropes and closely-studied guide books. For 
we all seem to know each other : those whom one does not know from 
Welsh or Lakeland weekends are well known by name. In the chalets 
and inns of the valleys parties are constantly meeting, interchanging 
members and communicating their most recent achievements and 
enthusiasms. Injury to a friend seldom deprives one of climbing 
companions. There is always another party one can join. 

Rawlinson and I started as a rope of two. \"1 e were hoping to climb 
in Courmayeur, but intended to spend some days in Chamonix first on 
climbs of more suitable length for unfit climbers than those in the 
Courmayeur district. The season \Vas very late in starting in I 9 53, but 
when we arrived in mid-July the weather was at last clearing. We 
went, therefore, straight to the Montenvers and climbed the North-east 
ridge of the Aiguille de I'M. This little ridge, which had already 
been done by a large number of British parties prevented from going 
higher by the conditions, is an excellent training climb. Two hours of 
walking, two hours of first-class rock led to its moderate summit. We 
ourselves were unfortunate enough to arrive on the ridge a little in front 
of Gaston Rebuffat who was with a fast moving, much shouting and 
entirely non-belaying party of four. Determined not to be overtaken, 
we forced our first day muscles as hard as we could, and managed to 
reach the summit without keeping them waiting. We then collapsed. 
It was a great triumph of pride over matter. This is an excellent little 
route, much to be recommended to any sound rock party. 

The next day we went to the Couvercle Hut. On the way up we 
met two friends descending, one of them having strained his arm. The 
other, Ted Wrangham, re-ascended with us to the. hut and remained 
with us for the rest of our holiday. The next day we traversed Les 
Courtes. Being rather tired and perhaps somewhat haughty about the 
climb the reconnaissance party the night before had badly skimped its 
work and we therefore took hours to get started. Once started, how
ever, we found this a straightforward climb ; we managed to avoid the 
annoyances of a well-populated voie ordinare by traversing the main 
ridge from south to north, which is the reverse of the customary route. 
There was one point of frustration \vhen we reached a needle's eye of 
rock through which all had to pass. Here we had to wait while a be
vvildering variety of climbers heaved their way through from the other 
side. After a cold but somewhat amusing half-hour we were able to · 
proceed onwards to the summit. The day was clear, our steps down 
were already cut. It was a good day and a pleasant climb. 

Of the mountains in the region of the Couvercle, the queen is of 
course the Aiguille V erte, and as none of us had climbed this great peak 
we were now determined to do so. The Maine ridge which we wanted 
to use was as yet unclimbed and heavy with snow. We went therefore 
for the Whymper Couloir. This route, while much frequented, 
appears for reasons unknown to me to have an evil reputation with 
English climbers. On this occasion it provided no excitements. A 
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party led by an aspirant guide was determined to be in front, so we soon 
gave up racing and let them be. T·he rimaye was crossed by them 
with great neatness, and seemed as a result to be quite easy to those 
following. The snow in the long couloir itself was sound enough, and 
nothing came down all the time \iVe were in it. We climbed throughout 
in cloud and the day was cold, but all three of us found the climb much 
more enjoyable than we had anticipated. The Couloir is of course the 
whole climb and we thought it a w_orthy way up a fine mountain. 

vVe now descended to the valley and -vvent round to Courmayeur in 
Wrangham's car. After enormous argument we eventually left for 
the Refuge-Bivouac du Col de la Fourche de la Brenva for an attempt 
on Mont Blanc by the Sentinelle Rouge. The addition of Crosby Fox 
made us a party of four. A clear night and the presence of only two 
others in the little metal hut made it a most charming spot. Rawlinson 
and Fox established the route down to the glacier satisfactorily in the 
evening, and we started the next morning at a good hour but in un
promising weather. None of us had been on that side of Mont Blanc 
before and we were all impressed by the great beauty of the cirque of 
snow which lies in the horseshoe of the frontier ridge, Mont Maudit 
and the Brenva Arete. We crossed Col Moo re in good time, and 
proceeded on towards what we hoped would be the Sentinelle Rouge. 
At one moment the leader's step gave way in the soft snow, and he 
rapidly disappeared into the half light belo\iV. He was satisfactorily 
held by his second at the full rope's length and being a classicist by 
nature, remarked on rejoining the party that where Smythe and Andre 
Roch had fallen he could ask no more than to follo-vv in their grooves. 
The weather now deteriorated and after another half-hour and a mildly 
acrimonious argument we decided to return. This we did at once, 
proceeding quickly to Courmayeur and carrying back two other parties 
with us in the forceful enthusiasm of our pessimism. 

We now decided to attack the Grandes J or asses which none of us had 
climbed, and I would like before I go any further to say some \Vords 
of praise for that great mountain. I do not think that any mountain 
in the Alps except lVIont Blanc itself can have so many great routes up 
it. From Chamonix all can see the Hirondelles Arete and the great 
north face which was once the scene of so much striving, and.vvhere the 
Eperon Walker route is generally considered the finest major moun
taineering route in the Alps. In addition to these famous routes there 
is the immense east face first climbed by Gervasutti during the last war, 
Young's west ridge, and the ordinary Italian route from the Glacier 
de Planpansiere. Such a galaxy of excursions would be enough for 
n1ost mountains, but not for this one. On the south side there are yet 
four more routes, little known and hardly climbed. It is hard to say 
why this should be, for the face springs to the eye of anyone around 
Entreves, and on such a great mass of south-facing rock anyone could 
anticipate good climbing. But climbers are nearly all sheep, if not in 
their actual climbing at least in their climbing aspirations, and in I 9 53 
this vvhole southern block of ribs and buttresses had, despite its four 
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routes, only been climbed six times. There are therefore no huts on 
this side of the mountain, and better still no other climbers. For a face 
so little climbed, however, there is a surprising and conflicting wealth 
of instructions. 

The most notable features are the two great ridges, the Tronchey 
and the Pra Sec, being the south-east and south-west ridges of the 
Pointe Walker respectively. A factor which can spread confusion to 
any party capable of reading a map is that the village of Pra Sec in the 
valley belo'v is east of the village of Tronchey, and to cap it all the Pra 
Sec stream flows from the Glacier de Tronchey. However, nomen
clature or no, the ridge vvhich we intended to climb is the Tronchey 
Arete, the south-east ridge of the mountain. It is by far the clearest 
natural line on this side as __its right flank consists in its upper part of the 
immense precipices of the east face. It was first climbed in I 93 6 by 
T. Gilberti with the Courmayeur guide Elise Croux. They apparently 
completed the climb only after a preliminary reconnaissance the year 
before in which they seem to have completed all the difficulties of the 
crux by a route which they were unable to repeat at their actual first 
ascent. The ridge was not climbed again until 1949 when a party led 
by Lionel Terray repeated the ascent. Terray was unable to find 
either of the Croux routes at the crux, and was forced to make a fearsome 
variation of his o'vn. In 1952 it was again repeated by a French party 
who are reported to have found Croux's original and easier method. 
No Englishman had been there to my knowledge since H. 0. Jones 
was repulsed in 191 I. But no'v there was to be a horde of them, for 
we discovered that tvvo of our friends in Courmayeur, Mike Harris 
and Ralph Jones were planning to attack thi~ same ridge. We agreed 

·therefore, to climb as a party of five on two ropes. There was much 
argument as to which route we should try on the final tower, and those 
of us with systematic minds spent much time studying the guide book 
alternatives. We came, however, to no definite decision before we 
started. I have seldom known a pleasanter start to a climb. We 
drove to the village of Tronchey, parked Wrangham's massive and very 
modern automobile in the twentieth century and stepped quietly into 
the nineteenth. That I am sure " ras the atmosphere of that lovely 
sunl).y afternoon in the Val Ferret. Tronchey itself is a collection of 
unclean chalets apparently without inhabitants. There 'vas no path, 
and as I sweated my pack up the dry lo,ver slopes of the Aiguille de 
Tronchey I fervently wished that the classical atmosphere, complete 
even to the viewing of a chamois, could be added to by the presence of 
a couple of stout Italian porters to carry the materials for our gite. 
We had intended to bivouac at the summit of the Aiguille de Tronchey 
which lies at the beginning of the route proper and which is 3,500 
metres in height. But we started rather late, and it was far too hot, 
and our packs too large for us to attempt an improvement on a Vallot 
guide time of 6~ hours to the top of the Aiguille. The ascent was en
livened not only by the sight of the chamois but by considerable excite
ment 'vhen one member of the party slipped unroped on the first soft 
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snow and bumped some hundred feet down a not very steep slope of 
snow and rock. He was quite unhurt and apparently unmoved by this 
performance, but in the excitement of the moment a nearby member 
of the party broke his iceaxe. We eventually bivouacked about an 
hour below the summit of the Aiguille de Tronchey at about 3,100 

metres. There was ample running water to hand and Wrangham, 
Rawlinson and myself cleared a suitable site in a short time. We 
cooked some soup and tea and soon went to sleep. I had no sleeping 
bag as had the other two, but by wearing an eiderdown jacket and 
sleeping between them I kept warm enough for a pleasant night. It 
was clear and none too cold. I began to boil some water at about 
4 o'clock and the five of us moved off in good shape at 5 o'clock. As 
previously agreed, we left behind at the bivouac site our sleeping bags 
and cooking apparatus. An hour of scrambling took us to the summit. 
of the Aiguille de Tronchey where we got an excellent view of the ridge 
in front of us. The weather at this stage was good. From the Aiguille 
·there is a slight drop of only a hundred feet or so to the beginning of 
the ridge itself. 

This is of simple design. For perhaps zoo metres of height it 
rises rather jaggedly but at an easy overall angle before it jumps up in 
three great steps of rock. The highest of these three towers finishes 
only 100 metres below the summit of the Pointe Walker. We roped 
up and pushed off along the ridge, uneventfully. An hour later a 
large gendarme forced us off the ridge, and I chose a bad point to try 
and regain it~ Following on behind, Harris and Jones on the second 
rope were able to do better and we followed them up an ice-filled 
chimney containing a large and loose chock-stone. As I was at the 
time last, I was very worried about this chock-stone and enjoined great 
care on those above me. But when my turn came to pass it I found 
that loose or not I could not kick it off the mountain. Thereafter we 
climbed without excitement or definite memory to the foot of the first 
tower. Uneventful the climb may have been, but the lateral distance 
is considerable and it had taken us five hours of steady going to reach 
this point. 

The first tower is not as high as those above it, but is just as steep on 
the edge of the ridge itself. We traversed left across snow for a short 
distance, and then worked up an ice-filled chimney for 50 ft. or so. 
At this point I paused and viewed with misgiving a slab which it was 
obvious we had. to traverse and which was partially covered with 
thinnish ice. Rawlinson, seeing my hesitation, thrust me aside and 
led the traverse with skill and speed, muttering ' Just like Nevis ' to 
himself with visible pleasure. After another steep pitch we paused. 
This was chiefly because I had developed Cassandra's ears and was 
sure that I could hear thunder. There was no thunder during our 
halt, but the weather was certainly degenerating to the extent of clouding 
over heavily. After some argument whether to go on or not, we con
tinued upwards in very different frames of mind. Rawlinson was 
firmly convinced that we would be on the summit in four hours . 
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Wrangham and I were equally convinced that it would take very mucl]. 
longer. From our platform we soon reached the top of the tovver and 
were soon faced by the second. This was larger and more forbidding 
than the first. W rang ham led off to the left, and came to a steep ice 
couloir. The opposite bank of this couloir formed a subsidiary rock 
rib that led back to the ridge. We waited, for the first time getting 
rather cold while Rawlinson cut his way across this and on to the rib. 
Wrangham then led us up a delightful piece of climbing of some 200ft. 
This contained a pleasantly hard starting move, a hundred or so feet 
of steep firm rock on good holds and then some great curving slabs 
leading back to the Breche between the last two-towers. 

This was a piece of climbing almost without belays, and our party of 
five was stretched out over it looking very eerie in the cloud which 
was now closing in upon us. The great curves of these slabs made a 
deep impression on me. They were rounded, and it was as if the 
curves of the South Do\vns had been turned to rock for the delectation 
of rock connoisseurs. 

The Breche was a messy little cornice of snow which caused some 
amusement as we crossed it and worked round to the right of the tower. 
This brought us for the first time near the great east face of the moun
tain, and we braced ourselves for the real difficulties of the ascent. 
Our height at this point was about 4,ooo metres. The time was one 
o'clock. It began to snow. We quite failed to locate the previous 
routes with any certainty, though spending much time looking for 
them, and eventually we had to finish like those before us by finding 
our own way up. Wrangham, as one of the two best rock climbers in 
the party was in the lead, and I at the back of our rope had a long wait 
before I even left the ground. While Harris and J ones tried a line to 
the right, W rang ham led the main assault straight up the cliff above us. 
The cliff which as I have said was on the east side of the ridge was some 
3 oo ft. in height, about I oo ft. across and in overall effect very steep. 
Grooves, cracks, overhangs and a few platforms were scattered over 
the face but they made no obvious route at all. The first hundred feet 
or so did not prove insurmountably difficult and I was allowed to join 
the other two after a wait of only about It hours. Harris and J ones also 
joined me on a large ledge of loose rocks, and from there we were able 
to see our two front men getting down to the hard part of the day's 
·climb. Our platform was on the left edge of the cliff, and so was very 
near to the crest of the main ridge that we had left. Our interpretation 
of our predecessors' routes at that time, was that Terray had somehow 
roped himself horizontally round the corner on to the main ridge, 
circled upvvards and finally pulled his second up the wall above us. 
This, if really what he did, was certainly not for us. A move to the 
left was therefore not possible, nor indeed was an immediate upward 
move. So to the right we went. After traversing for some I 2 ft. 
Rawlinson mounted a steep crack for a few feet and established hi1nself 
standing on a pencil of rock sticking straight out from the cra~ck. This 
flake looked most unsafe and was treated very gingerly by all of us. 

[Photo, E. A. Wranghatn . 

TRONCHEY ARETE ; THE CLIMBERS ARE NEARING 
T H E TOP OF T HE AIGUILLE DE T RONCHEY . 
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But it never budged and was stood upon by one or more persons for 
several hours, and ended by being not only completely in our confidence 
but even in our affections. Behind this resting place Ra,;vlinson found 
a piton whose rusty appearance and antique design marked it surely as 
part of the first ascent. This relic of the heroic '3o's must, we felt, 
be ' le piton Croux ' to which T erray had referred. Above this point 
the crack grew steadily harder and attempts to climb it met with no 
success. Our thoughts therefore, turned to a rightward traverse. 
The leader was now 6 ft. or so above the main overhang that ran across 
the centre of the cliff. And if a traverse could be made across the steep 
slope above the overhang it ~rould lead to a definite upward line of 
weakness on the far side of the cliff some 70 ft. away. Rawlinson 
therefore set out on the traverse rightwards across the steep rock. 
Footholds there ~rere, but not many hand-holds, and he safeguarded 
his movements by putting in pitons above him every few feet. After 
some zo ft. it grew noticeably harder. Two large but dubious looking 
holds appeared at full stretch. Rawlinson reached for them and then 
pulled back. W rang ham forcibly drew his attention to the time of 
day; the height of the mountain, and the urgent necessity of getting up 
it. Rawlinson stepped quickly on to the holds. They both came out, 
and he with them. The piton above him held perfectly and for a te\v 
moments vve saw the rare sight of a member of the Alpine Club sus
pended in mid air from a piton he had himself inserted. By a combina
tion of pulling by W rang ham and climbing by himself he surmounted 
the overhang and regained his former holds. He then, not unreason
ably, announced that he had done his share of the leading, and retreated 
to the piton Croux leaving his pitons in place. 

Wrangham in his turn advanced. I told him I saw no point in this 
line of attack but vvas rightly ignored by W rang ham who after all was 
on it and could see what he was doing, and he rapidly climbed and 
clipped his way across to the last piton. He then succeeded in putting 
in another one. How he managed to do this 8 ft. above his foothold 
is still a complete mystery to me. He then made the move round the 
edge which had formerly held the two lost footholds. After further 
efforts and with the assistance of more pitons, he traversed a further 
3 o ft. passing under a large flake to gain an exhausted haven behind a 
large block on the very right-hand edge of our expanse of cliff. It had 
been a fine lead across a most unresponsive looking stretch of steep 
rock. Rawlinson now started after him. Tall though he is he could 
not reach the large piton placed by W rang ham and had to delight 
himself (for he is inveterate in the use of impromptu etriers and petits 
lancements de cordes) by hanging in a cat's-cradle in order to change the 
rope in the piton's karabiner. He crossed with aplomb by this method, 
and I started to follow, hardly encouraged ·by Wrangham's statement 
that it would be my turn to lead when I got across and that the corner 
crack opposite him looked as though it might go. I must point out 
here that we had now roped up as one party of five for the traverse so 
I was very safely placed. This was just as well as the taking out of 

Photo, E . A. vVra1zgha-m.] 

PITON TRAVERSE ON THE THIRD TOWER, TRONCHEY ARETE. 
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pitons on a piece of climbing such as this is possibly an even more 
exacting and delicate task than putting them in. I had an easy task. 

There really cannot be any safer form of climbing than a heavily 
pitoned traverse in the middle of a rope. Because of this I was able 
to make fairly rapid progress. I too made use of Rawlinson's cradle, 
and I regretted it, as I found my sense of security impaired by standing 
with both feet in a single strand of quarter-weight nylon string ~rith 
nothing else below me. This feeling of insecurity was not due to the 
great drop below, nor to the thinness of the string step in vvhich 
I stood, but to the latter's considerable mobility. However, I made the 
passage without mishap to nerve or body, scrambled down and joined 
Wrangham on his corner perch. Meanwhile Rawlinson quite re
covered from his earlier troubles had been investigating the cliff above. 
Ignoring the crack W rang ham had planned as the route's continuation, 
he went straight up starting with the prominent flake nearby and on
wards up the very steep wall immediately above. The lateness of the 
hour or the prospect of spending the night hanging from pitons gave 
him great energy and he mounted about 70 ft. very quickly. It was 
too steep to see what he was doing ; there was a pause followed by at 
last a triumphant shout. We gathered from his cries that all looked 
well above. Wrangham then went up to him while I brought }ones 
across the long traverse. Once he was safely installed on the corner 
block I tackled the wall. This was very steep but supplied with large 
if widely spaced holds. After 70 ft. it led to an apparent dead end. 
A corner and an overhang at the right-hand end of the cliff left little 
chance of further progress. Rawlinson, however, had found a way 
round to the right, on the very outside · edge of the cliff. Here there 
stuck out one small foothold. A tentative stand and swivel round the 
corner and the terrors were over. The whole angle eased and solid 
stances and belays were but three feet away. As I grabbed, I paused 
long enough to look below. The single foothold was at the top of the 
steep area of cliff which we had been climbing. It was also on the 
corner and therefore above the whole east face. I was thus able to 
see between my feet and the cloud below the biggest drop that I have 
ever stood over, and I relished for a moment that rare rock climber's 
pleasure of absolute exposure in absolute security. 

Rawlinson ploughing on above announced that he had reached the 
top of the great tower and was once more on the ridge. He ordered us 
somewhat impatiently to join him at once. Much as we would have 
liked to do so there was still a lot to do below. For some time yet we 
had to wait while Harris performed prodigies of skill in the exacting 
task of removing the pitons from the traverse. He brought vvith him 
the piton Croux which had been there for seventeen years. All his 
efforts to remove the piton Wrangham were unavailing, and he eventu
ally left it there, large and immovable in the very centre of that expanse 
of granite. I then brought up }ones to the stance on the upper corner. 
Finally there was Harris, whose great efforts in extracting the pitons 
had left him with badly cramped hands. This was unfortunate as the 
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better part of Ra~linson's pitch consisted of very steep arm-pulls. 
However, it was also a very straight pitch and I 'vas able to give more 
assistance with the rope than Harris has ever needed before or since. 
We now scrambled up the final 100ft. to the ridge. It was 7.15 in the 
evening and the final tower had taken us six hours to climb. 

Returning to our original two ropes we started again to move to
gether up the ridge. This consisted of loose snow and even looser 
rock. We were all tired, and I for one have never climbed more 
clumsily ; never have the coils of my rope been more tiresome, my 
companions more heartless, the snow softer or the rock looser. Every 
stumble emphasised the badness of our climbing, and it took us a full 
hour to mount this ridge to the final snow summit of the Pointe Walker. 
The visibility was not very bad now and we pushed across to the 
Pointe Whymper in deep soft snow. The mountain indeed seemed 
to be jeering at our exhaustion by making us go uphill thigh deep in 
soft snow at that stage of the day. Eventually we reached the Rocher 
\Vhymper, and after going down for about a hundred metres 've 
bivouacked at about 9 o'clock. Harris and Jones went some hundred 
feet below us. We installed ourselves on the west side of the rocks 
at about 4,ooo metres ; it was freezing hard and snowing a little. 
Rawlinson and I put our bootless feet into a rucksack and spent a most 
uncomfortable night. Both Wrangham and I had eiderdown jackets 
to sustain us, but Rawlinson had no such artificial aids to warmth. 
He was, however, no worse off. We tied everything else to the rock 
and spent much of the night hitting each other for warmth or arguing 
that the other's feet were taking up too much space in the rucksack. At 
four or five in the morning we began to stir. All our boots were frozen 
in varying degrees. For a while I thought I would never get mine on. 
But after long efforts which tried the patience of my companions, I 
succeeded in crqshing my feet into them. We then climbed on down 
the rocks and the ordinary route via the Rocher du Reposoir and the 
Glacier de Planpansiere. Our climbing was slovenly and slow but we 
gradually got warm and I for one rather enjoyed myself. There are 
considerable pleasures of anticipation to be gained from climbing down
hill when one is very tired and has not eaten or drunk for some time. 
We eventually reached the Gran des J orasses hut at about ten o'clock, 
and from there we ran in glorious sunshine down to Entreves to eat, 
sleep and start telling our friends how we had found a magnificent way 
up a magnificent mountain. 
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